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Exploring the Human Connectome Topology in Group Studies
Johnson J.G. Keiriz, Liang Zhan, Morris Chukhman, Olu Ajilore, Alex D. Leow, and Angus G. Forbes
Fig. 1. A screen capture of the NeuroCave visualization tool showing the average resting state functional connectome of subjects
between the age of 20 and 30 years old for females in the clustering space (left) versus males in the anatomical space (right). Our tool
facilitates the simultaneous exploration of multiple connectome datasets in a variety of configurations, enabling researchers to make
meaningful comparisons between them and to reason about their differences.
Abstract—Visually comparing brain networks, or connectomes, is an essential task in the field of neuroscience. Especially relevant to
the field of clinical neuroscience, group studies that examine differences between populations or changes over time within a population
enable neuroscientists to reason about effective diagnoses and treatments for a range of neuropsychiatric disorders. In this paper, we
specifically explore how visual analytics tools can be used to facilitate various clinical neuroscience tasks, in which observation and
analysis of meaningful patterns in the connectome can support patient diagnosis and treatment. We conduct a survey of visualization
tasks that enable clinical neuroscience activities, and further explore how existing connectome visualization tools support or fail to
support these tasks. Based on our investigation of these tasks, we introduce a novel visualization tool, NeuroCave, to support group
studies analyses. We discuss how our design decisions (the use of immersive visualization, the use of hierarchical clustering and
dimensionality reduction techniques, and the choice of visual encodings) are motivated by these tasks. We evaluate NeuroCave
through two use cases that illustrate the utility of interactive connectome visualization in clinical neuroscience contexts. In the first use
case, we study sex differences using functional connectomes and discover hidden connectome patterns associated with well-known
cognitive differences in spatial and verbal abilities. In the second use case, we show how the utility of visualizing the brain in different
topological space coupled with clustering information can reveal the brain’s intrinsic structure.
Index Terms—Brain networks, visual comparison, intrinsic topology, connectome visualization
1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the study of the human brain has progressed
through advancements in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
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other neuroimaging technology. Those advancements have allowed neu-
roscientists to non-invasively probe the brain’s structural and functional
inter-regional connectivity and derive the human brain connectome [54].
High resolution MRI scans with submillimeter voxel size coupled with
advanced non-linear registration algorithms allows the creation of brain
label maps [36]. Those maps are created by registering brain MRI scans
with a pre-segmented atlas by a highly experienced neuroscientist. Dif-
fusion Weighted Imaging (DWI), also called diffusion MRI (dMRI),
allows us to reconstruct the brain’s white matter fiber tracts through
a post-processing procedure called tractography. Counting the fibers
interconnecting each pair of regions derived from the label map gener-
ates a brain structural connectome. Functional MRI (fMRI) measures
the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal which represents the
activation level of the different brain regions due to the execution of
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Fig. 2. Different methods of visualization in connectomics. Top row, left to right: connectome: adjacency matrix (self prepared), node-link [62],
edge-bundling [8], connectogram [32]. Bottom row, left to right: tractography: heatmap [41], linked views [33], abstraction [21].
specific tasks. The functional connectome is then generated by com-
puting the correlation coefficient of each pair of BOLD signal at the
different brain regions.
Connectomes are modeled as graphs which allows researchers to
use graph theory mathematics to analyze them. Graph metrics can
provide insights about the network topological properties such as: its
functional integration, which is the network ability to combine infor-
mation from its various parts; the clustering or segregation properties,
which quantify the existence of groups (clusters or modules); and the
network small-world properties, which describe the balance between
the functional integration and local clustering. A more extensive review
of different graph metrics used in the field of connectomics can be
found in [48]. Several important characteristics were derived for the
healthy brain network such as small-worldness [1, 49], clustering and
modularity [42], and rich-club configuration [58]. The functional con-
nectome enables neuroscientists to determine the default mode network
(DMN), or default state network, and was found to be the active brain
interacting regions when the subject is at wakeful rest and not involved
in a task [10].
Group studies are used to study the effects of the onset of neurolog-
ical and neuropsychological diseases, as well as age or injury on the
human brain, and how it alters the connectome. In a group study, con-
nectomes are generated for both healthy and disease populations. Graph
metrics are then computed for the resultant networks, and then statisti-
cally significant variations in the metrics values can be determined. For
a specific disease, researchers will often form a hypothesis based on
previous findings in the literature and then attempt to correlate it to the
alterations found in the collected graph data metrics [5]. Although the
use of graph metrics can provide a detailed aspect of the brain network,
it does not deliver potentially useful spatial information, which could
help the researcher to contextualize and interpret the results of a graph
analysis. This mandates an efficient visualization for the connectome
under study in order to help in the interpretation and diagnosis [45].
Moreover, visualization that supports effective comparison becomes
crucial in group studies in which alterations in the disease group are
more easily understood when analyzed in relation to healthy subjects.
The contributions in this paper are as follow:
• We delineate visual analytics tasks for clinical neuroscientists, espe-
cially as related to group studies.
• We introduce a taxonomy of these tasks, providing a comprehensive
survey of existing visualization software that supports connectome
analysis.
• We present NeuroCave, a novel, web-based, immersive visual ana-
lytics system that facilitates the visual inspection of structural and
functional connectome datasets. With NeuroCave, brain researchers
can interact with the connectome in any coordinate system or topo-
logical space, as well as group brain regions into different modules
on demand. A default side-by-side layout enables simultaneous, syn-
chronized manipulation in 3D that facilitates comparison tasks across
different subjects or diagnostic groups, or longitudinally within the
same subject.
• We provide the opportunity for researchers to engage in immersive
connectome analytics sessions while wearing portable VR headsets
(e.g., Oculus Rift) or on stereoscopic displays (e.g., CAVE systems
or 3D video walls).
• We reduce visual clutter inherent in dense networks (both in 2D and
in 3D views), by introducing a real-time, hardware accelerated edge
bundling algorithm, and combining it with a user need-based edge
selection strategy.
• We present two real-world use cases that demonstrate how our visu-
alization system can be used to identify patterns and support compar-
ison tasks in order to understand differences between connectome
datasets.
2 RELATED WORK
The term connectomics was first coined by Sporns et al. [54] to de-
scribe the wiring diagram of the anatomical connectivity of the human
brain. The interconnectivity found between parcellated brain regions as
described above is considered the macroscale connectome. Meso- and
micro- scale connectomes are at the local neuronal circuits and single
neuronal cells levels respectively, and they currently require an invasive
high resolution scans of dissected brains using microtome machinery.
Friston defined functional connectivity as the temporal correlation be-
tween spatially remote neurophysiological events [22]. This paper
focuses on visualization tasks relevant to macroscale functional and
structural connectomes, derived from functional and diffusion-weighted
MRI respectively.
2.1 Visualization in connectomics
Initial efforts into visualizing connectomics data have focused on trac-
tography data. The outcome of tractography computation is a set of
lines (fibers) spanning the brain white matter area representing the
axonal tracts of neuron cells. Volume rendering is used to overlay
streamlines on top of the anatomical brain image [17, 44, 51, 52, 66].
Often, a color code is used to identify the direction of the plotted fibers
(see Fig. 2). The main task of such visualizations is to allow the user
to select and explore specific fiber bundles such as the Corpus Callo-
sum interconnecting the left and right hemispheres. Due to the huge
number of generated fibers, on the order of 105, a range of techniques
are used to facilitate the navigation of the different fiber bundles. Some
techniques make use of 2D representations of predefined fiber tracts
that are synchronized together with a more conventional 3D visualiza-
tion, such as 2D hierarchical tree-like grapha [33], low-dimensional 2D
embedding representations [34], and 2D coronal, sagittal and axial pro-
jections of the fiber bundles [15] (see Fig. 2). Three dimensional visual
abstraction of the fiber bundles is used in the recent work of Everts et
al. [21] (see Fig. 2). Heatmaps are also used in some techniques, where
they are, for example, overlaid on top of anatomical isosurfaces [41]
(see Fig. 2). Segmented neurons and axons in mesoscale connectomes
are also visualized using streamlines [2, 6, 25].
Two dimensional adjacency matrices can provide a good overview
representation for large connectome datasets (see Fig. 2). Recent work
enhances the readability and flexibility of the adjacency matrix [3,
38], but have not been incorporated into software platforms that are
readily available for neuroscientists. Moreover, the use of adjacency
matrices can hinder users in performing some visual analysis tasks,
such as detecting graph alterations in group studies [23, 35]. The
most widely used representation for connectome visualization are 3D
node-link diagrams, in which nodes are positioned relative to their
corresponding anatomical locations, and in which links represent the
structural or functional connectivity between the nodes. Many examples
of visualization applications are presented in Table 1. An inherent
problem of node-link diagrams is the difficulty of effectively displaying
the total available links in dense networks. In dense networks, visual
clutter due to a preponderance of edge crossings can adversely affect
the accuracy and completion time for trend tasks (assessing change
in edge weight of a node’s connections), connectivity tasks (assessing
the connectivity of common neighbors) and region identification tasks
(identifying the region with the most changes) [3]. One technique to
reduce such clutter is to combine visually compatible edges into bundles
according to a compatibility metric, hence the name edge bundling, first
introduced by Holten in [28]. Recently, some connectome visualization
projects have utilized edge bundling. Two dimensional edge bundling
is used by McGraw [40] and Yang et al. [63], while 3D edge bundling
is used in [8,9] for representing functional connectivity that shows high
levels of common interconnections (see Fig. 2). NeuroCave also utilizes
edge bundling in order to reduce visual clutter in large connectome
datasets that may have 2500 or more interconnected nodes (see Fig. 8).
The connectogram [32], a recent connectome visualization technique,
is a node-link diagram in a circular layout (see Fig. 8). Names of brain
regions are positioned along the perimeter of a circle, which is split into
two halves according to their hemispheric affiliation. Each hemisphere
is further divided into the different brain lobes. The inner sphere
contains multiple colored rings, each representing a specific metric.
The regions are interconnected within the circle using curved lines. This
technique prevents some of the clutter that is found in other network
visualizations. However, it is harder to correlate anatomical structures
with connectivity using a circular diagram like the connectogram, as
the multiple rings may make it difficult for a user to make sense of the
data [12]. Table 1 contains a list of different visualization tools in the
field of connectomics and their capabilities. Although previous efforts
have surveyed visualization in connectomics, such as Margulies et
al. [39] and Pfister et al. [45], our survey is the first to comprehensively
explore recent connectomics visualization software in terms of their
ability to support group studies analysis tasks. Moreover, we catalog
these software tools by the primary connectome dataset types they
support.
2.2 Connectome Analysis Tasks
Extending the user task definitions presented in Alper et al. [3] through
a thorough investigation of connectome visualization projects and sur-
veying neuroscientists that work with group studies, we have identified
visual analytics tasks for clinical neuroscientists:
T1 Identify regions responsible for specific cognitive functions and
study their interactions with other regions.
T2 Compare individual networks to the mean or group average con-
nectome. In group studies, individual variations as well as joint
network characteristics are studied in order to identify commonali-
ties or differences.
T3 Identify the effect of structural connectivity on the functional activity
of the brain. Comparing both structural and functional at the same
time to reveal the complex mappings between them [11, 30, 31].
T4 Identify individual or group changes occurring on the structural
or functional connectivities due to the onset of disease [50] or
aging [20] as well as gender differences. Moreover, researchers can
assess its restoration in drug studies [55].
T5 Identify dynamic changes in structural and functional connectivity
over time for both within subject and between subjects [16].
T6 Identify structural re-routing occurring after a brain injury or dam-
age with rehabilitation training and its effect on functional connec-
tivity. Similarly, in case of neurosurgery, it is important to identify
affected structural pathways and predict the corresponding loss in
motor and cognitive abilities after the procedure.
Although each of the the visualization software tools listed in Table 1
may partially address many of these tasks, none provides a visualization
that can directly facilitate T2–T5, involving various types of compari-
son between datasets, since they all lack the ability to simultaneously
load and synchronize a comparative visualization of multiple connec-
tomes. The user needs to open multiple instances of the application
and usually requires multiple monitors in order to visually be able
to compare the structural and functional connectomes of the same
subject or two subjects belonging to different groups. Clearly, all
user actions will not be synchronized which makes it even harder for
assessing visual differences. Applications implemented in scripting
languages such as R and MATLAB provide the user with the flexibility
to customize views. However, this requires additional efforts as well
as programming expertise. Introducing a novel side-by-side layout,
NeuroCave helps neuroscientists and researchers efficiently execute
T1–T5, which involve comparative analyses, and to simultaneously
spot changes occurring within and across subjects. It is important to
state that NeuroCave does not target tractography-related usages, such
as the sixth task (T6), which, although an important area of connec-
tomics visualization, is usually a requirement by neurosurgeons rather
than clinical neuroscientists (who are the intended audience for our
visualization system).
2.3 Web-based VR
While most commonly used visualization tools are dedicated desktop
applications, web-based implementations, such as Slice:Drop [24] or
BrainBrowser [53], free the user from being attached to a specific
operating system [46]. NeuroCave is also a web-based application
and runs in any modern browser. The use of stereoscopic techniques
can provide a more immersive way to explore brain imaging data [47],
Ha¨nel et al. find that healthcare professionals perceive the increased
dimensionality provided by stereoscopy as beneficial for understanding
depth in the displayed scenery [26]. Moreover, Ware and Mitchell find
that the use of stereographic visualizations reduces the perception error
rate in graph perception for large graphs with more than 500 nodes [60],
and Alper et al. [4] observed that, when coupled with highlighting,
stereoscopic representations of 3D graphs outperformed their non-
immersive counterpart. NeuroCave lets the user move between desktop
and VR environments for interactively exploring 3D connectomes.
2.4 Connectome Topology
The techniques of linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction have
been widely used in the field of brain imaging, specially for processing
Table 1. Neuroimaging connectomic software. This table indicates the visual analysis tasks (Section 2.2) supported by each of these software tools.
Software 
(V)olume / 
(S)urface / 
(G)raph 
Supported 
Tasks Description Website 
Structural 
    
DTI Studio S T1, T6 Generates and visualizes tractography and allows user-
defined ROI. 
https://www.mristudio.org/  
TrackVis V T1, T6 Generates and visualizes tractography and allows user-
defined ROI. 
http://www.trackvis.org/  
Camino V/S T1, T6 Generates and visualizes tractography and allows user-
defined ROI. 
http://camino.cs.ucl.ac.uk/  
DoDTI  V T1, T6 MATLAB-based tool to generate and visualize 
tractography. 
http://neuroimage.yonsei.ac.kr/dodti/  
ExploreDTI V/S T1, T6 Generates tractography and allows user-defined ROI. http://www.exploredti.com/  
BrainVISA V/S T1. T6 Generates and visualizes tractography data with Python 
interface. 
http://brainvisa.info/web/index.html  
OpenWalnut V/S T1, T6 Visualization of tractography data. http://www.openwalnut.org/  
FiberNavigator2 V/S T1, T6 Visualization of tractography data. https://code.google.com/p/fibernavigator2/  
TractoR V T1, T6 Plugin to the R programming language to perform 
tractography and visualize results. 
http://www.tractor-mri.org.uk/  
DSI Studio V/S/G T1, T2, T3, T4, 
T6 
Generates and visualizes tractography and allows user-
defined ROI. Generates and visualizes connectomes. 
http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org/  
Brainnetome V/S/G T1, T6 Generates and visualizes tractography and allows user-
defined ROI. Generates connectomes. 
http://diffusion.brainnetome.org/en/latest/ 
NPerspective  S T1 Google-maps like 2D representation of the neural 
pathways in three projections: Sagittal, Coronal and Axial. 
http://graphics.cs.brown.edu/research/sciviz/newbraininteraction/  
3D Slicer V/S T1, T6 Generate and visualize tractography data. www.slicer.org  
Connectome 
Explorer  
V/G T1 Visualizes mesoscale connectome generated using MRI 
scans of dissected brain slices. 
http://people.seas.harvard.edu/~jbeyer/connectome_explorer.html  
Functional     
InstaCorr 
(SUMA/AFNI)  
V/S T1, T2, T3, T4 Analysis and visualization of fMRI data. http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni  
VidView S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 Viewer for fMRI connectomic data (connexel). https://github.com/NeuroanatomyAndConnectivity/vidview  
Brainbundler S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 Visualizes functional connectivity as glyphs on the brain 
surface. Applies edge bundling to connectome data. 
https://github.com/NeuroanatomyAndConnectivity/brainbundler/  
Fubraconnec S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 Visualization of functional connectome using 
synchronized anatomy, node-link and circular views. 
https://code.google.com/p/fubraconnex/  
VAMCA  V/S T1, T2, T3, T4 MATLAB-based toolbox for analysis and visualization. http://www.nitrc.org/projects/vamca  
REST G T1, T2, T3, T4 MATLAB-based resting-state functional connectivity 
analysis and visualization tool. 
http://restfmri.net/forum/REST  
CONN  V/S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 MATLAB-based for fMRI connectome analysis and 
visualization. 
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn/  
Multimodal 
    
Connectome 
Viewer  
V/S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 Anatomic and functional connectivity graph visualization. 
Analysis enabled through Python interface. 
http://cmtk.org/viewer/  
Connectome 
Workbench 
V/S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 Investigates data acquired through Human Connectome 
Project. 
http://www.humanconnectome.org/software/ 
BrainNet 
Viewer 
V/S/G T1 MATLAB-based brain surface and graph visualization. http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/  
Brain 
Connectivity 
Toolbox  
G T2, T3, T4, T5  MATLAB-based list of graph theory analysis functions 
with basic matrix visualization. 
https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/visualization  
Visual 
Connectome  
S/G T1, T2, T3, T4 MATLAB-based structural and functional connectome 
analysis and visualization. 
http://code.google.com/p/visualconnectome/  
MNET G T1, T2, T3, T4 MATLAB-based dMRI and fMRI processing tool that 
generates and visualizes tractography data as well as 
structural and functional connectomes. 
http://neuroimage.yonsei.ac.kr/mnet/  
BRAVIZ  V/S T1, T2, T3, T4, 
T6 
MATLAB-based. Overlays dMRI metrics on top of 
tractography data.  
http://diego0020.github.io/braviz/ 
Online 
    
BrainBrowser V/S T1, T2 Visualizes structural connectomic data. https://brainbrowser.cbrain.mcgill.ca/  
XTK  V/S NA Framework for building Web-based neuroimaging 
viewers. 
https://github.com/xtk/X  
Slicedrop  V/S T1 Based on XTK, visualizes tractography data. http://slicedrop.com/ 
Other 
    
Connectogram  G T1 Standardized circular schematic of multimodal data. http://circos.ca/tutorials/lessons/recipes/cortical_maps/  
 
Fig. 3. The figure shows the proposed method of distributing clustered
nodes. The nodes are distributed on half the spherical cap covering a
platonic solid face. The chosen platonic solid must have a number of
faces that is equal to or larger than the number of clusters (for 8 clusters
a dodecahedron was chosen).
fMRI data [13, 57]. Recently, nonlinear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques, such as isomap and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE), have been applied onto the human connectome in order to find
the brain’s intrinsic geometry [64]. Using such embedding, new 3D
topologies for the brain were found other than the regular anatomical
one. Such topologies depends on the internodal graph shortest path
length computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm [19]. Nodes possessing
efficient connectivity to the rest of the brain were found to be positioned
near the origin of those new topologies inferring their importance. Neu-
roCave facilitates finding topological alterations in group studies. This
helps researchers in studying the connectome topology of healthy sub-
jects, such as the DMN, and comparing it with diseased groups. In
DMN, important hub nodes, such as the precuneus (see Fig. 8), possess
a strong connectivity with the rest of the brain and are located near the
center of the brain’s intrinsic geometry [64]. A deviation from such
topology in disease groups need to be studied for illnesses associated
with DMN alterations such as Alzheimer’s disease which is known to
disrupt it [10].
3 THE NeuroCave SOFTWARE SYSTEM
NeuroCave is implemented as a web-based application. The Javascript
WebGL-based graphics library three.js 1 was used for the 3D rendering
and visualization functionalities. It runs on all major web browsers,
and is thus platform independent. The default view is formed of two
side-by-side 3D rendering views (see Fig. 1). Each view allows the
interactive visualization of a connectome as a node-link diagram.
Group Visualization. The application loads subjects data from a study
folder. The folder should contains all adjacency matrices as well as
the corresponding topological and clustering information of the sub-
jects within the study. An indexing file states the subject ID and its
corresponding data files. Each study requires a predefined Atlas that
provides numerical labels and their corresponding anatomical names
to each node. NeuroCave directly supports three Atlases: FSL-based
which consists of 82 labels of FreeSurfer 2, brain hierarchical Atlas
(BHA) made of 2514 labels [18] and Harvard-Oxford Atlas made of
177 labels.3 However, additional Atlases can be easily created follow-
ing the pre-existing ones as example.
Topology Visualization. The application layouts the nodes according
to the provided topological information. Topologies can be the anatom-
ical positioning or an applied transformation in some abstract space
as explained in Section 2. The available topologies are automatically
identified by the application.
Clustering Visualization. Clustering information is input as a vector
of integer values. Each value represents a different module or cluster.
Since there are no prespecified positions for clusters, we exploit the
1http://threejs.org.
2https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/.
3http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/Harvard-Oxford_Atlas.
geometrical properties of platonic solids. In brief, a platonic solid is a
regular, convex polyhedron constructed by congruent regular polygonal
faces with the same number of faces meeting at each vertex. Five
platonic solids exist: tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron and
icosahedron, with four, six, eight, twelve, and twenty faces, respectively.
Based on how many clusters are generated, a suitable platonic solid
is chosen such that its number of faces is greater than the number of
these clusters. The glyphs of each cluster are then equally distributed
(according to the sunflower algorithm [59]) over half of the spherical
cap covering the corresponding face of of a platonic solid embedded in
a sphere (see Fig. 3). This enables the user to “enter” into the geometry
(i.e. into the “NeuroCave”) via one of the unpopulated face(s), provid-
ing a more immersive experience of the data.
Node visualization. We utilize two different glyphs (spheres and
cubes) to differentiate between left and right hemisphere affiliation.
Nodes can be colored according to lobar or modular information. Con-
trolling nodal transparency is also possible according to their color
scheme. Three modes exist: opaque, semi-transparent or totally trans-
parent (invisible). Glyphs size is also user adjustable.
Edge Visualization. As mentioned in Section 2, edge clutter can be a
problem in the visualization of dense node-link diagrams. Our approach
to overcome this problem is based on two steps. First, we provide the
option to hide all edges by default (i.e., to show only the nodes). The
user can then select a root node, and all connected edges stemming from
this node will be displayed. Second, to overcome the clutter occurring
from edge crossings, we use the force directed edge bundling (FDEB)
algorithm to group edges going in the same direction [29]. FDEB is an
iterative algorithm that consists of cycles. In each cycle, we subdivide
an edge into a specified number of points (we chose 6 cycles, and we
double the number of points each cycle, ending up with 64 subdivision
points plus the two original points of the edge). After the subdivision,
we iteratively move each subdivision point in an update step to a new
position determined by modeling the forces among the points. Each
point is affected by the sum of spring and electrostatic forces (Fs and
Fe). For an edge i, at a subdivision point pi j, Fs is defined as:
Fs = kp(‖pi( j−1)− pi j‖+‖pi j− pi( j+1)‖) (1)
where kp is a spring constant and pi( j−1) and pi( j+1) are the neighbor-
ing points of pi j, the ‖.‖ is the length. The electrostatic force Fe is
defined as
Fe = ∑
m∈E
1
‖pi j− pm j‖ (2)
where E is a set of compatible edges with the current edge, pm j is the
corresponding subdivision point to point pi j in the edges belonging to
the set E. The compatibility metrics used to define the set E are defined
in details in Holten et al. [29]. Each cycle contains a prespecified
number of update steps.
Our original Javascript implementation of NeuroCave turned out to
be too slow for large numbers of edges (more than 500), preventing
a real-time experience. Therefore, we used (and enhanced) a WebGL
texture-based implementation suggested by Wu et al. [61]. The FDEB
algorithm is parallelizable since the division and update operations are
performed on each point independently. The texture-based method
stores the subdivision points in a 2D GPU texture, where each row
represents the 3D coordinates of points belonging to the same edge.
Since write operations are unavailable to GPU textures in WebGL, a
ping-pong algorithm 4 is used to write results to a framebuffer object
(FBO). Two shaders are utilized: the first performs the subdivision
operation, and the second executes the update steps. In Wu et al.’s
implementation, the limitation on the texture size limits is not addressed.
GPU textures possess a limitation on their sizes. Hence, a large number
of edges can not be fit in one texture. We enhanced the algorithm using
tiling. Since the total number of points of each edge after all cycles
will be known ahead (64 subdivision + 2 end points), we tile the edges
when the maximum number of possible rows per texture is achieved.
4https://www.khronos.org/opengl/wiki/Memory_Model.
Fig. 4. Edge bundling (left) versus no edge bundling (right) in clustering space displaying four clusters. Notice the clutter caused by the edges in the
right panel versus the edge bundling case. Also, notice the edge color gradient that depends on the nodes color and their relative strengths: the
orange sphere possesses a greater strength compared to the blue nodes it is connected to, while it possesses a lesser strength compared to the
green nodes it is connected to. NeuroCave enables users to toggle between edge bundling and edge coloring modes on demand.
Our texture-based implementation can bundle the closet 1000 edges to
the selected node at interactive rates on a desktop computer (Intel Core
i7, 3.4 GHz CPU, Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU card and 32GB RAM).
Each edge is colored according to a two color gradient chosen ac-
cording to the interconnected nodes colors. The gradient is skewed
towards the node possessing the higher nodal strength (the sum of
weights of links connected to the node) value (see Fig. 4). For an edge
made of n points the color, Cout , at point i is
Cout =C2 +(C1−C2)R (3)
R = (r2(p2−0.5)+ r(0.5− p22))/P1P2 (4)
where C1 and C2 are the nodes, r = i/(n− 1), P1 = S1/S1 + S2),
P2 = 1−P1, S1 and S2 are the nodes strengths. This allows the user to
recognize the strength of the selected node with respect to its intercon-
nected neighbors which helps identifying strong and important nodes
and hubs as well as highlight the reason for modular changes when
occurred in group studies as will be shown in Section 4.
Virtual Reality. In addition to the standard 3D manipulations of pan-
ning, rotating, and zooming, NeuroCave supports the Oculus Rift and
the Oculus Rift Touch controllers. The Touch controllers are a pair of
VR input devices that track each hand, enabling an effective gesture-
based manipulation of the VR environment. The user selects the pre-
view area to be explored in VR and then uses the thumbsticks of the
Touch devices to navigate the visualized connectome through panning,
rotating, and zooming. Nodal selection is enabled via a two step proce-
dure: first, pressing the grip button lets the user point at and highlight a
node; second, pressing the index button selects the highlighted node.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present two use cases that demonstrate how clinical
neuroscientists can perform the tasks described in Section 2.
4.1 Use Case 1
Our first use case investigates the sex-specific resting-state functional
connectomes in the F1000 repository, a large 986 subjects publicly-
available resting-state fMRI connectome dataset.5 The following post-
processing was performed: first, to eliminate the potential confounding
effect of age, we only included subjects between 20 to 30 years old
(319 females at 23.25 ± 2.26 years of age and 233 males at 23.19
± 2.35). We then constructed hierarchical modularity in the form of
4-level dendrograms (16 clusters at the most local level) [65]. Previ-
ously, rigorous permutation testing established sex differences already
statistically significant at the first level (2 clusters; p = 0.0378) for the
following six regions: posterior part of left and right frontal pole (near
the fronto-temporal junction), left precentral gyrus, right hippocampus,
right superior temporal gyrus posterior division (sTG-p) and the right
inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis (POP) (for more detail about the
statistical analysis, refer to [65]).
In order to interpret these sex differences, male and female group-
averaged connectomes were visualized in NeuroCave. We highlighted
the connectivity of the aforementioned six regions in both the anatomi-
cal and clustering (1st hierarchical level) spaces and applied a threshold
to restrict edges to values with absolute correlation values for fMRI
BOLD signals larger than 0.1 (see Fig. 5, Fig. 6). From the clustering
space, affiliation patterns for the right hippocampus and sTG-p differ in
that in women they are clustered with other frontal and temporal ROIs
as part of the default mode network (DMN), while in males they are
clustered with other parietal and occipital non-DMN ROIs. Notably,
the affiliation differences are opposite for the left and right frontal poles,
the left precentral gyrus and the right POP, such that they are more
clustered along with several non-DMN parietal and occipital ROIs in
the average female connectome (see Fig. 5).
The left and right fronto-temporal junctions are part of the larger
language system, with the right POP (functionally coupled with its
homologous area on the left that forms the Broca’s language area)
linked to the processing of semantic information [27], and the superior
temporal gyrus involved in the comprehension of language (as well as
in the perception of emotions in facial stimuli [7]). Thus, the observed
connectivity differences are related to well-known sex differences in
language and emotion/affect processing, as well as differences in self-
referential/autobiographical information retrieval. By contrast, the
5https://www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000/.
Fig. 5. Left and right frontal poles (red and green rings encircling the sphere and cube glyphs), left precentral gyrus (yellow ring) and the right inferior
frontal gyrus (blue ring) nodes selected in anatomical (left panel) and clustering (right panel) spaces for female and male average connectomes. The
color code represents the two clusters in the anatomical space, while in the clustering space, it represents the lobe affiliation. Notice the change in
group affiliation of the four nodes between the female and male connectomes (left panel).
Fig. 6. Right hippocampus (red ring) and superior temporal gyrus (green ring) nodes selected in anatomical (left panel) and clustering (right panel)
spaces for female and male average connectomes. Color code is similar to the above figure. Notice the change in group affiliation of the four nodes
between the female and male connectomes (left panel).
Fig. 7. Right hippocampus (left panel) and left hippocampus (right panel) nodes selected in the anatomical space for female and male average
connectomes. Note the tendency in females for both left and right hippocampus to be functionally connected to the contralateral frontal lobe (but not
in males). Note that such differences are not previously known to our clinicians and neuroscientists. Here, the color code represents connectome’s
hierarchical modularity, represented as a dendrogram, at the most global level (2 modules).
Fig. 8. Connectivity emerging from the anterior (red ring) and posterior (yellow ring) parts of the precuneus in anatomical (left panel) and isomap
“intrinsic” (middle panel) spaces. Right panel: Connectivity emerging from the posterior part of the precuneus visualized in the intrinsic space. The
color code represents the modular structure of the connectome consisting of 4 modules. Note that the orange community contains the default mode
network. The inset plot shows the residual geodesics for the first 10 dimensions of the isomap dimensionality reduction algorithm.
hippocampus is known to play an important role in the formation
of new memory, retrieval of declarative long-term memory, and the
management and processing of spatial and spatiotemporal working
memory. The modular affinity between the right hippocampus and
other non-DMN regions in the parietal and occipital lobes in males may
thus be related to their established advantage in spatial tasks, including
spatial visualization, perception and mental rotation [37] (visual system
is heavily composed of the occipital lobe responsible for first-level
visual processing, while part of the parietal lobe is instrumental for
visuospatial skills).
Lastly, closer inspections of the hippocampal functional connec-
tivity between women and men further revealed differences that are
not known previously to our clinicians (Fig 7). Indeed, in the female
connectome there is a strong tendency for both left and right hippocam-
pus to functionally communicate with the contralateral frontal lobe, a
phenomenon that is not visually present in the male connectome. The
discovery of such subtle differences is dependent upon an iteratively
explorative visualization process, only possible with the comprehensive
suite of tools implemented in NeuroCave.
This use case demonstrates the effectiveness of NeuroCave is sup-
porting tasks T3 and T4, enabling neuroscientists to better understand
neurological gender differences in connectome datasets and to observe
how these differences relate to various psychological studies.
4.2 Use Case 2
Our second use case explores a resting-state fMRI high-resolution
dataset consisting of 2514 regions-of-interest publicly available at NI-
TRC.6 Most functional connectome studies treat the negative corre-
lation entries (anticorrelated BOLD signals) in the network by either
taking the absolute value or clamping to zero (heuristically chosen)
which affects all network metrics’ computations. Instead, we applied a
recently proposed probabilistic framework which more rigorously ac-
counts for negative edges [65]. For an N×N functional connectome, the
framework estimates the probability that an edge, ei j , is positive or neg-
ative using the connectomes of a group of subjects (i and j varies from
1 to N). The edge positivity EPi j and edge negativity ENi j form a com-
plementary pair, since EPi j +ENi j = 1, and thus can be jointly coded
using the angle of a unit-length vector: θi j = arctan(
√
ENi j/EPi j)
which varies from 0 to 90 degrees. Using dissimilarity graph embed-
ding, each node, i, is then embedded in an n-dimensional space at the
coordinates (θi1,θi2, ...θiN)T . In order to reduce the dimensionality of
the resultant topology, we applied the nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion isomap algorithm [56] that aims to preserve geodesic distances in
6http://www.nitrc.org/frs/?group_id=964.
a lower-dimensional space (i.e., the “intrinsic space”). Separately, we
determined the community structure by maximizing the Q-modularity
metric [43].
From the inset plot in Fig. 8, it is clear that the degree of isometric
embedding levels off after the fifth dimension, thus suggesting that the
intrinsic topology of the resting-state functional connectome has a di-
mension of five, a novel finding that merits further research. To enable
3D visualization of the transformed topology, we retained the first three
dimensions of isomap and visualized the modular structure of the brain
in both the anatomical space as well as this novel intrinsic topological
space (Fig 8). As expected, the nodes assigned to the same community
are positioned close to one another in this novel topology. To illustrate
how neuroscientists explore this complex topological space and gain
further insight into the brain, we selected two nodes that belong to the
anterior and posterior part of the precuneus. Although the nodes are
anatomically close to each other, they are known to be functionally
distinct (thus belong to different modules). Indeed, the anterior part of
the precuneus is an important region of the DMN known to be respon-
sible for self-referential imagery (thinking about self) and is involved
in autobiographical tasks and self-consciousness, thus activated during
“resting consciousness” [14]. As we can see in Fig. 8, in this intrinsic
space the anterior part of the precuneus, while assigned to the orange
module (DMN), exhibits diverse connections with various regions of
the brain: the sensori-motor module (blue) and the frontoparietal exec-
utive or task-positive system (red). By contrast, the posterior precuneus
is part of the visual system (green) and has a relatively restricted pattern
(compared with its more anterior counterpart) of connectivity with the
rest of the brain. Notably, such connectivity differences only become
visually apparent when neuroscientists visualize in this novel space.
This use case highlights how our visualization system is effective at
supporting tasks T1 and T2, enabling neuroscientists to explore high
density connectomics data comprising a large number of ROIs in order
to identify and further understand the specific functionality of different
brain regions. Moreover, the side-by-side visualization enables users to
reason about the relationships between the anatomical and the intrinsic
topology, facilitating further insight into how the same brain region can
take part in different tasks.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented NeuroCave, a novel VR-compatible visual-
ization environment for exploring and analyzing the human connectome.
We also performed a task taxonomy for neuroscientists and researchers
in the field of connectomics. NeuroCave facilitates comparison tasks of
two connectomes, an activity that clinical neuroscientists often require
for the analysis of group studies. Our system includes various visu-
alization enhancements, such as edge-bundling to reduce edge clutter
and edge gradient coloring to help identify nodal strengths. More-
over, it enables users to explore connectomic data in an immersive VR
environment, which can help to improve their perception of the data
under study. The GPU is extensively used in NeuroCave for hardware
acceleration of both computation and visualization tasks. We demon-
strated the effectiveness of the system using two real-world use cases
in which neuroscientists were able to use NeuroCave to effectively
perform research and analysis tasks.
However, many challenges in visualizing the brain connectome
remain. Future work will adapt our system to support temporally-
varying dynamic connectome datasets (T5). We also will continue to
work with clinical neuroscientists to integrate additional analytic tools
to assist with diagnosis and treatment of patients. Finally, our side-by-
side visualization framework can be extended to other domains that
require group study analysis, such as cancer biology, where researchers
are interested in comparing experiment vs. control networks or disease
vs. normal gene networks in order to better understanding cancer and
other disease genomes.
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